Evidence of π-stacking interactions in the self-assembly of hIAPP_{22-29}
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INTRODUCTION

Human islet amyloid polypeptide (hIAPP), also known as amylin, is a 37 residue peptide that is co-secreted with insulin from pancreatic β-cells. In soluble form, hIAPP is believed to function as a regulator of glucose homeostasis. However, in type 2 diabetes, hIAPP forms insoluble amyloid deposits in the islets of Langerhans. These amyloid deposits can be found in over 95% of all type 2 diabetes patients and were thought to be cytotoxic to β-cells. More recent studies have implicated soluble hIAPP oligomers rather than amyloid deposits as being the causative agents responsible for β-cell death. The resulting decrease in insulin secretion due to the depletion of β-cells serves to advance the pathology of the disease and is associated with hyperglycemia.

Soluble hIAPP is believed to exist in equilibrium between unstructured aggregates, helical and random coil conformations, whereas hIAPP in amyloid deposits is organized into a β-sheet secondary structure. The fact that the primary structure of hIAPP in both diabetic and healthy individuals is identical suggests that changes in the peptides processing or environment may be
responsible for misfolding and the formation of amyloid deposits.

While the transformation of soluble hIAPP into amyloid has yet to be clarified on a molecular level, several short amyloidogenic sequences have been identified. These peptide sequences have been shown to aggregate and form β-sheet containing amyloid fibrils similar to full length hIAPP. Such amyloidogenic peptides include, but are not limited to, hIAPP\textsubscript{8-20}, hIAPP\textsubscript{10-19}, hIAPP\textsubscript{14-19}, hIAPP\textsubscript{20-29}, and hIAPP\textsubscript{30-37}.\textsuperscript{11–15} In some cases, even shorter peptides derived from these sequences demonstrate the ability to form amyloid fibrils. For example, the hexapeptide NFGAIL corresponding to hIAPP\textsubscript{22-27} readily forms fibrils.\textsuperscript{15}

Alanine scanning of hIAPP\textsubscript{22-29} (NFGAILSS) seemed to reveal the importance of Phe-23 in amyloid formation.\textsuperscript{16} When Phe-23 was replaced with alanine, the peptide failed to aggregate and form amyloid fibrils. In contrast, replacement of Phe-23 with the aromatic amino acid tryptophan resulted in a peptide that not only formed fibrils but also formed them at rate much higher than the corresponding phenylalanine containing peptide.\textsuperscript{17} Likewise, Marshall et al. have demonstrated that all the phenylalanine residues in the peptide KFFEEAAKKFFE are essential for peptide aggregation.\textsuperscript{18} These findings suggest a role for aromatic amino acids and aromatic–aromatic interactions in the formation of amyloid.

Further evidence that aromatic–aromatic interactions may play a role in amyloid formation came about when Porat et al. demonstrated that substitution of Phe-23 with Tyr in NFGAILSS resulted in a peptide that did not undergo fibrillation.\textsuperscript{17} Because the aromatic ring of Tyr has an altered electronic structure due to the electron donating phenolic hydroxyl, its π-stacking mode may be different than that of Phe. Based on calculations and modeling studies, it was proposed that π-stacking in the Tyr containing peptide would involve a T-shaped geometry of the aromatic rings as opposed to the parallel geometry associated with Phe.\textsuperscript{17,19} This T-shaped stacking would not be spatially conducive to fibril formation and may explain the lack of amyloid formation. The fact that many small molecule inhibitors or reagents known to bind to amyloid fibrils are aromatic compounds and/or polyphenols also seems to suggest a potential role for aromatic–aromatic interactions.\textsuperscript{20–22} However, not all aromatic amyloid inhibitors may prevent aggregation through a mechanism that involves π–π stacking interactions.\textsuperscript{23} Recent evidence indicates that the inhibition of hIAPP aggregates by (−)-epigallocatechin-3-gallate does not necessitate π-stacking.\textsuperscript{24}

In an apparent contradiction to the findings of Porat et al.,\textsuperscript{20} Tracz et al. demonstrated that replacement of Phe-23 with Leu did not inhibit fibrillation.\textsuperscript{25} Based on these results, it was concluded that Phe-23 is not required for amyloid formation in peptides derived from the hIAPP\textsubscript{22-29} region. It has also been established that peptides derived from the amyloidogenic sequence hIAPP\textsubscript{10-19} do not require Phe-15 for amyloid formation.\textsuperscript{25,26}

Experiments involving full length hIAPP corroborate these findings. Marek et al. prepared a hIAPP mutant in which all three aromatic residues in the peptide were substituted with Leu.\textsuperscript{27} This triple mutant readily formed amyloid, although, at a slower rate than the wild type peptide. Thus, it was concluded that while aromatic amino acids are not an absolute requirement for amyloid formation, they do play some role and may affect the kinetics of aggregation. These studies seem to indicate that it is the size of the amino acid side chain along with β-sheet propensity and hydrophobicity and not aromaticity that appear to be the important factors for amyloid formation. Studies conducted on human muscle acylphosphatase also support these conclusions.\textsuperscript{28}

While the work of Tracz et al. clearly demonstrates that Phe-23 is not required for fibril assembly,\textsuperscript{25} it does not rule out the possibility that when Phe-23 is present in short peptides that there are π-stacking interactions between the aromatic rings. Furthermore, these findings do not readily explain the lack of fibril formation by NYGAILSS. While it is possible that the phenolic hydroxyl can form hydrogen bonds that may spatially orient the Tyr residue in a manner that does not favor fibril formation, the electronic characteristics of the ring may also play a role.

In an effort to directly interrogate the role of the electronic nature of the aromatic ring in the fibrillation process, we have synthesized a small library of peptides based on NFGAILSS in which Phe-23 contains para-substituted electron donating groups (EDGs) or electron withdrawing groups (EWGs) that alter the electronic structure of the π system (Fig. 1). Here, we report the effects of these substitutions on the amyloidogenic properties of hIAPP\textsubscript{22-29} and provide experimental evidence of π-stacking interactions during amyloid formation.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Fmoc-Ser(tBu)-Wang resin, Fmoc-(CH$_3$O)Tyr-OH, and Boc-Asn(Trt)-OH were purchased from EMD Chemicals (Gibbstown, NJ). Fmoc-4-cyano-Phe-OH was purchased from Bachem Americas (Torrance, CA). All other peptide synthesis reagents and Fmoc-protected amino acids were obtained from Advanced ChemTech (Louisville, KY). N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) and dichloromethane were purchased from Pharmco-AAPER (Brookfield, CT). All other reagents were from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. Louis, MO).

**Peptide synthesis**

The resin-bound peptide GAILSS was synthesized manually on Fmoc-Ser(tBu)-Wang resin (substitution level 0.22 mmol/g). Fmoc removal was accomplished using 20% piperidine (v/v) in DMF. Couplings were conducted using three equivalents each of Fmoc-protected...
amino acid, N,N,N,N′-tetramethyl-O-(1 H-benzotriazol-1-yl)uranium hexafluorophosphate, 1-hydroxy-benzotriazole, and nine equivalents of N-methylmorpholine relative to resin-bound amine. Fmoc removal and amino acid couplings were monitored by Kaiser Ninhydrin test. After the coupling of Fmoc-Gly-OH, the peptidyl resin was aliquoted and the appropriate phenylalanine analog coupled followed by Boc-Asn(Trt)-OH. The Boc protected derivative of Asn was incorporated at the N-terminus to avoid difficulties associated with Fmoc removal that have been previously reported for peptides based on this sequence.17

Cleavage of peptides from the resin with simultaneous removal of all side chain protecting groups was accomplished using a cocktail composed of 95% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), 2.5% water (H2O), and 2.5% triisopropylsilane. After concentrating in vacuo, crude peptides were isolated by precipitation with cold diethylether. Peptides were purified by reverse-phase HPLC (Varian ProStar, Palo Alto, CA) on a Vydac C18 column (22 × 250 mm2) using a linear gradient of CH3CN/H2O containing 0.1% TFA. Column effluent was monitored at 218 nm. Appropriate fractions were pooled and lyophilized. Peptides were characterized by matrix-assisted laser desorption time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA). Peptide purity was confirmed by reverse phase analytical HPLC on a Vydac C18 column (4.6 × 250 mm2).

Kinetic aggregation assay

Lyophilized peptides were dissolved in 100% 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluorisopropanol (HFIP) to prepare concentrated stock solutions. Known molar absorptivities of Phe or its derivative, whenever available, were used to determine concentrations of representative samples. The concentrations determined using this method varied by 10–20% to that based on mass, and hence, the final relative concentrations of each of the samples were similar. Stock solutions were sonicated immediately before use. Aliquots of the concentrated stocks were diluted into 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 to a final peptide concentration of 1 mM for peptide aggregation studies. The final concentration of HFIP ranged from 2 to 4%. Turbidity was measured at 405 nm at room temperature as a function of time on a Jasco V-570 spectrophotometer (Easton, MD).

Fluorescence spectroscopy

Fluorescence kinetic measurements were made on a FluoroMax-4 Spectrofluorometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ) using 1 nm slits, time increments of 0.1 s, and continuous stirring. The experimental conditions used were identical to those described for the kinetic aggregation assay with the exception that the fluorescence was monitored over time instead of absorbance at 405 nm. Each sample was excited at its absorption λ max and the emission detected at its emission λ max. The excitation and emission wavelengths used for the fluorescence kinetics of the peptides were as follows: 257 and 287 nm, respectively, for peptide 1; 275 and 303 nm for 2; 275 and 300 nm for 3; 238 and 352 nm for 4; 275 and 300 nm for 5; 279 and 404 nm for 6; 260 and 373 nm for 7; 240 and 378 nm for 8; and 260 and 380 nm for 9.

Raman spectroscopy

All Raman spectra were obtained on a Jasco NRS-3100 confocal dispersive Raman spectrometer equipped with a macro-Raman measurement accessory (Easton, MD). Raman scattering was induced by a 12 mW 488 nm laser and collected on a thermoelectrically cooled charge coupled-device detector. The macro-Raman assembly permitted direct measurements of solution in quartz cuvettes. Raman spectra were taken of each peptide dissolved in HFIP, before the aggregation process was initiated, and immediately after aliquots of the concentrated stocks were diluted into 10 mM Tris-HCl. The aggregate forming peptides yielded the Raman spectra of the fibrils formed. Aggregates were collected, layered on to a quartz slide, and its spectra measured using the confocal Raman set-up. Aggregates layered on to a slide yielded stronger Raman signals free of interfering solvent signals. Samples were prepared under the same experimental conditions as described for the kinetic aggregation assay. Measurements were done at room temperature and solutions were at 1 mM.

Simulation studies

To help analyze the Raman data, computational studies were performed to aid in the peak assignments and
model the interactions occurring in the vicinity of the ring as the aggregate forms. The geometry of each model compound was optimized in the gas phase, in water, and in other solvents consistent with the experimental data. We also modeled different structural motifs that mimic interactions with the ring moiety. All calculations were carried out using Gaussian 09W density functional theory (DFT) approximation implementing the Becke’s three-parameter exchange functional in combination with the Lee, Yang, and Parr correlation function (or B3LYP).29–31 As a compromise between accuracy and applicability to large molecules, the 6-31G(d) basis set was used.32,33 Smaller basis sets are enough in DFT based calculations because the basic functions do not have to describe correlating orbitals. After the compounds geometries are optimized, their corresponding vibrational frequency, scaled by a factor of 0.963,32,34 are calculated. The electrostatic potential (ESP) plots of substituted benzene analogs were also generated using the above method and basis set. GaussView05 was used to prepare the input file and analyze the results of the calculations.35

Transmission electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained at Brooklyn College of CUNY. Aliquots of aged peptide solutions containing aggregates were placed on carbon coated Formvar copper grids and negatively stained with 2% uranyl acetate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The role of π-stacking in the aggregation of hIAPP22–29 was assessed by preparing a series of peptides in which Phe-23 was replaced with phenylalanine analogs containing EDGs or EWGs at the para position of the aromatic ring (Fig. 1). The Phe analogs incorporated into peptides containing EDGs were tyrosine, O-methyltyrosine [(CH3-O)Tyr], 4-methylphenylalanine [(CH3)Phe], and 4-amino phenylalanine [(NH2)Phe]. For this series of substituents, the strength of the EDGs is NH2 > OH > CH3O > CH3. The phenylalanine derivatives containing EWGs were pentfluorophenylalanine [(F5)Phe, 4-fluorophenylala nine [(F)Phe], 4-nitrophenylalanine [(NO2)Phe], and 4-cyanophenylalanine [(C≡N)Phe]. While pentafluorophenylalanine possesses a highly deactivated aromatic ring, assessing its electronic effects on peptide self-assembly is likely to be exacerbated by the corresponding increase in hydrophobicity. On this basis, we focused on the remaining EWGs to provide more accurate insights as to how the strength of the functional group affects peptide aggregation. The electron withdrawing capability of these functionalities is NO2 > C≡N > F.

In all the above compounds, the substituents on the aromatic ring affect the electronic structure of the π system. In the case of peptide 5, which contains a methyl group at the para position, electron donation to the π system of the aromatic ring can occur through hyper conjugation. The ability of these peptides to form amyloid as well as their aggregation kinetics was investigated using turbidity measurements and fluorescence spectroscopy. Results were compared with those obtained for the native peptide NFGAILSS (1) and the previously reported nonamyloidogenic sequence NYGAILSS (2).17,36

The results of turbidity measurements for peptides 1–9 are presented in Figure 2. Turbidity has been used extensively to assess the propensity to form aggregates by the NFGAILSS peptide and its derivatives. This technique allows for the observation of peptide aggregates without the use of external dyes which potentially may perturb the ability of this short peptide to self-assemble.15–17,36,37 From the data, it can readily be seen that peptides 2–5, which all contain EDGs on Phe-23, do not exhibit any significant amount of aggregation. These peptides were found not to aggregate even after a period of 1 week. In most cases, these compounds contain lone pairs of electrons which are conjugated to the aromatic ring of Phe-23. The behavior of NYGAILSS (2) and the other EDG containing peptides are consistent with the findings of Porat et al. and suggest that these compounds may adopt an alternative stacking mode that precludes amylloid formation.17,36 These observations also lend support to the idea that aromatic–aromatic interactions do play a role in the aggregation process.

In contrast, several peptides that contain EWGs on the aromatic ring of Phe-23 were found to be significantly more amyloidogenic than the native Phe-containing sequence NFGAILSS. Peptides 6, 7, and 9, which contain (NO2)Phe, (F5)Phe, and (F)Phe, respectively, display the
fastest aggregation kinetics. In the case of 7 and 9, significant amounts of amyloid have formed in less than 1 min. In the case of peptide 7, the substantial increase in aggregation rate can be attributed to the enhanced hydrophobic nature of pentafluorophenylalanine due to the high degree of fluorination. In addition, (F3)Phe has been shown to possess a higher β-sheet forming propensity than phenylalanine. These observations are in keeping with results obtained using model peptides based on the amyloidogenic sequence Ac-(FKFE)2-NH2 that incorporate (F3)Phe. Peptides containing pentafluorophenylalanine were found to aggregate more readily than those incorporating phenylalanine.

Peptide 9, which contains a single fluorine atom on the aromatic ring, displays kinetics similar to 7. However, in both cases, the formation of aggregates is so rapid that it is difficult to determine which compound self-assembles more quickly. However, it is expected that 7 should display faster kinetics as it is more hydrophobic. This is consistent with the results of hydrogelation studies on (F3)Phe and singly fluorinated phenylalanine derivatives.

In the case of peptide 7, turbidity reaches a maximum then drops off sharply unlike in the native NFGAILSS, (NO2)Phe, and (F)Phe based peptides where there is an initial increase in turbidity that then dissipates over time due to the gradual settling of aggregates. This rapid decrease in light scattering for 7 can be accounted for by the formation of flocculent aggregates that quickly precipitate out of solution.

Peptide 8, which contains the (C≡N)Phe moiety, displays interesting kinetics as the peptide very slowly forms amyloid and has an extended lag phase. Aggregation of 8 was found to be complete after 5 days. These observations are markedly different from those obtained from Marek et al. using full-length hIAPP. These researchers characterized three separate analogs of hIAPP in which each aromatic residue was substituted with (C≡N)Phe. Each of these variants was found to display aggregation kinetics similar to the wild-type peptide. In contrast, peptide 8 displays much slower kinetics when compared with the NFGAILSS (1) control. These conflicting observations are most likely due to the differences between the two systems under investigation. While Marek et al. used full-length hIAPP for their investigation, we are working with an eight residue peptide where a single amino acid substitution can dramatically affect the amyloidogenic propensity of hIAPP. Electron donating substituents clearly inhibit the formation of amyloid. However, the effect of EWGs on peptide self-assembly is more complex as these groups do not inhibit amyloid formation but appear to modulate the kinetics of fibrillization. Hirata et al. have observed that substitution of the phenolic hydroxyl in the peptide VQIVYK with different functionalities also alters the self-assembly kinetics. Of the peptides studied, all displayed more rapid aggregation kinetics than the native tyrosine-containing sequence. However, it is difficult to ascertain whether these alterations in kinetics are due to changes in hydrophobicity or to electronic factors because only a very limited number of compounds were interrogated.

While this is not a rigorous kinetic analysis, the relative order of amyloidogenicity for those peptides capable of forming aggregates appears to be 7 > 9 > 6 > 1 > 8. No relationship between the strength of the electron withdrawing substituent and amyloidogenic propensity was observed. The order of amyloidogenicity seems to indicate that EWGs still allow for the formation of aggregates but that steric constraints associated with the geometry of the functional group on the aromatic ring may also play a role. Evidence of this can be seen in the fact that both peptides 6 and 9 are more amyloidogenic than 1. However, the greater amyloidogenicity of 9 over 6 is the opposite of the relative strengths of the nitro and fluorine EWGs. Peptide 8, which contains the nitrile moiety, is the slowest to aggregate and contains an EWG that is stronger than fluorine but not as strong as the NO2 group. The fact that the fluorine-containing peptide more readily forms aggregates implies that there may be more favorable steric interactions between the aromatic rings allowing for more efficient packing during the self-assembly process. This is consistent with the fact that a fluorine atom will occupy substantially less space than the nitro group. Likewise, the fact that peptide 8 is significantly less amyloidogenic than 1 may be due to steric effects associated with ring stacking and the nitrile functionality.

We also observed that there was no correlation between the hydrophobic nature of peptides 6, 8, and 9 and their ability to form amyloid. Based on analytical HPLC retention times (Table I), the hydrophobicity of 1, 6, 8, and 9 are virtually identical with only very subtle differences (≤0.5 min) between them. Thus, the overall hydrophobic nature of these peptides remains relatively unchanged by the addition the NO2, F, and C≡N groups. Only peptide 7 is more significantly hydrophobic than 1 and the other EWG containing peptides.

Is it possible that the drastically reduced amyloidogenic potential of peptides 2–5 is somehow related solely to hydrophobicity and not electronic effects? Table I indicates that peptides 3 and 5, which contain methoxy and methyl groups, have HPLC retention times of 26.78 and 26.58 min, respectively. These values are virtually identical to the NFGAILSS control (26.63 min) and are similar to the retention times of several EWG containing peptides. Despite being equal in hydrophobicity to NFGAILSS, peptides 3 and 5 fail to form aggregates. Thus, it can be concluded that electronic effects and not differences in hydrophobicity are more likely responsible...
for the dramatic reduction in amyloidiogenicity exhibited by the EDG containing peptides.

To further assess the role of aromatic–aromatic interactions in amyloid formation by hIAPP 22-29, we monitored the aggregation kinetics of peptides 1–9 using fluorescence spectroscopy. Unlike turbidity, fluorescence allows for the direct observation of aromatic residues during the aggregation process.

The fluorescence data for the peptides are presented in Figure 3 and are consistent with results from turbidity measurements. Peptides 2–5 which contain EDGs do not show any increase in fluorescence over time as they display no significant aggregation. In contrast, the fluorescence spectra of the wild type sequence NFGAILSS (1) along with peptides 6–9 all exhibit an increase in fluorescence intensity during the self-assembly process. The fact that peptides containing EDGs do not show an increase in fluorescence while the native peptide and those with EWGs do, strongly suggests that Phe-23 is involved in π–π stacking during aggregation process as the environment of the aromatic ring changes over time.

Results from turbidity and fluorescence measurements taken on peptide 1 demonstrate that fluorescence intensity is directly related to the formation of the aggregates. Figure 4 indicates that the kinetics, as measured by fluorescence intensity, correlates with the data obtained using turbidity measurements. In some cases, slight differences in lag times between the fluorescence and turbidity data can be observed. We attribute this to the fact that for turbidity measurements the aggregation process was initiated by manual agitation of aqueous peptide solutions, whereas fluorescence measurements were initiated and obtained under conditions of continuous magnetic stirring. Amyloid formation has been shown to be sensitive to solvent composition, the shape, and volume of spectrophotometric cells, and as to whether or not samples are stirred.

To further confirm that the observed increase in fluorescence is indeed due to aggregation, the fluorescence of the Src kinase inhibitory peptide EELL(F5)Phe was measured and compared with the N(F5)PheGAILSS peptide (7). Although both peptides contain the (F5)Phe moiety, they yield entirely different results (data not shown). The EELL(F5)Phe peptide, which does not form aggregates, displays no increase in fluorescence over time in comparison with 7, which forms aggregates. The fluorescence spectrum of EELL(F5)Phe is similar to that obtained for all nonaggregating peptides containing EDGs. These findings unequivocally demonstrate that the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptide</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Retention time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NFGAILSS</td>
<td>26.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NFGAILSS</td>
<td>24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>N(CH3O)PheGAILSS</td>
<td>26.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>N(NH2)PheGAILSS</td>
<td>23.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>N(CH3)PheGAILSS</td>
<td>26.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>N(NO2)PheGAILSS</td>
<td>27.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>N(F5)PheGAILSS</td>
<td>28.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>N(Cbonds)N(PheGAILSS)</td>
<td>26.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>N(F)PheGAILSS</td>
<td>27.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Retention times were obtained using a Vydac C18 column and a linear gradient of CH3CN/H2O (0–100% CH3CN over 40 min).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time dependent fluorescence emission spectra of peptides 1–9. Peptide samples were excited at the absorbance λmax and the changes in fluorescence emission were monitored at the corresponding emission λmax. Samples were incubated in cuvettes containing 1 mM peptide in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 2–4% HFIP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time dependent fluorescence emission measurements (markers only, y-axis on right) of peptide 1 overlaid on top of its turbidity plot (solid line, y-axis on left) probed at 405 nm. Sample fluorescence emission at 282 nm (emission λmax of peptide 1) was monitored, as a function of time, while excited at 260 nm (absorption λmax of peptide 1). Samples were incubated in cuvettes containing 1 mM peptide in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 2–4% HFIP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
increase in fluorescence intensity observed for the aggregating peptides (1, 6, 7, 8, and 9) is due to the self-assembly process and involves the aromatic ring.

TEM was used to sample the ultrastructure of several peptide aggregates. From Figure 5, it can be seen that 1 forms amyloid fibrils as previously described in the literature.16,17,36 Morphologically, the ultrastructure of fibrils formed by peptides 6 and 8 resemble those of the native NFGAILSS sequence. Strikingly, the Phe to (F5)Phe substitution found in peptide 7 results in the formation of amyloid composed of what appears to be dense helical tapes.

Raman spectra of peptide aggregates demonstrate that in addition to a perturbation in the aromatic ring modes, there is also a significant shift to lower wavenumbers in the Raman modes associated with the substituent on Phe-23. Evidence of β-sheet formation is also clear from the Raman data. In contrast to peptide 2, all EWG containing peptides (6–9) exhibit two major bands in the 1600–1700 cm⁻¹ region (Fig. 6). The peak at about 1670 cm⁻¹ corresponds to the amide I band which is due to C=O stretching with a small contribution from N—H in plane bending modes of the peptide bond.44–46 This vibrational mode indicates the presence of β-sheet structure in the resulting fibrils. Aggregates from peptides 1, 6, 8, and 9 have identical peaks at 1674 cm⁻¹, whereas the fibrils from 7 yielded a slightly shifted peak at 1671 cm⁻¹. This is perhaps due to differences in the nature of
the β-sheet structure attributable to the ring hydrogens in 7 being replaced by fluorines. The distinct morphology of 7 (Fig. 5) correlates with the slightly shifted β-sheet amide mode (1671 cm\(^{-1}\)) observed in the Raman spectra obtained from aggregates of this peptide. IR spectra of the aggregated samples revealed a peak at 1628 cm\(^{-1}\) confirming β-sheet conformation (Supporting Information Fig. S1).

Another peak in the 1600–1700 cm\(^{-1}\) region is a vibrational mode associated with ring motion. This ring

-C=O stretching mode (ν\(_{\text{as}}\)) at about 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) is sensitive to the ring substituents.\(^{47,48}\) Aggregates from peptide 1, with the unsubstituted Phe-23, display a peak at 1609 cm\(^{-1}\). Para substitution of Phe-23 with F and NO\(_2\) shifts the ring-stretching mode to 1607 and 1603 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively, while a C=N substitution at the same position shifts the mode to a higher wavenumber, 1614 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 6). For the aggregates formed from peptide 7, the mode shifts to 1617 cm\(^{-1}\) as the ring hydrogen atoms were completely replaced by fluorine. The sensitivity of this mode to the type of ring substitution supports its assignment as a ring vibrational mode.

The observed shifts in the ring and associated functional group modes due to aggregation suggest that the environment near the ring changes and that \(\pi-\pi\) stacking is evidently formed. Figure 7 illustrates the Raman spectra of peptide 6 dissolved in HFIP, that is, before the aggregation process was initiated, and after the sample was allowed to aggregate under aqueous conditions (10 mM Tris, pH 7.5). It should be noted that in HFIP we are measuring the signal of the dissolved peptide while in the Tris buffer we are essentially monitoring the solid aggregates thus explaining the difference in the noise level in the spectra. Because peptide 6 aggregates rapidly, we are only able to obtain Raman spectra of the species before and after the aggregation process and not during the transition period. Nonetheless, it is clear that the ring stretching mode at about 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) and -NO\(_2\) modes at about 1350 cm\(^{-1}\) shifted as a result of fibrillization. Results indicate that the ring mode at about 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) downshifts by 3 cm\(^{-1}\) while the -NO\(_2\) mode downshifts, by 5 cm\(^{-1}\), upon fibrillization. In HFIP, when peptide 6 was in the nonaggregated form, the ring and -NO\(_2\)
modes were located at 1608 and 1356 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. Once mixed with Tris buffer, aggregates formed, resulting in peaks at 1605 and 1351 cm$^{-1}$ due to the ring and $\text{NO}_2$ modes, respectively. The observed downshifts in the ring and $\text{NO}_2$ modes clearly indicate significant interaction, most likely $\pi$-$\pi$ interaction (see below), between the ring moieties as a consequence of aggregate formation. It should also be noted that the amide mode 1674 cm$^{-1}$, indicative of $\beta$-structure, appears as the aggregate formed.

Peptide 8, which contains (C$\equiv$N)Phe, aggregates at a much slower rate than all the other amyloid-forming peptides. This allowed for monitoring of the nitrile mode at various stages of the aggregation process. Figure 8 displays the Raman spectra in the region 2200–2300 cm$^{-1}$ of 8 dissolved in HFIP, immediately after initiating aggregation, and during the aggregation process until its completion 5 days after. Dissolved in HFIP, the C$\equiv$N stretching mode is located at 2251 cm$^{-1}$. Once mixed with Tris buffer, the C$\equiv$N mode shifts to 2239 cm$^{-1}$ and continued down shifting to 2234 cm$^{-1}$ after 5 days. The narrowing of the CN resulting from the aggregate formation is also quite obvious, the full width at half height (fwht) changed from 35 cm$^{-1}$ in HFIP to 20 cm$^{-1}$ in the aggregated sample.

We focused on the C$\equiv$N mode of peptide 8 for it is more intense than its ring modes and it is one of the modes that exhibited a dramatic peak narrowing. The ring modes of peptide 8 as well as the other EWG containing peptides (Fig. 7 for peptide 6) shift to lower wavenumbers as a result of aggregation. While peak narrowing was observed for the other EWG peptides (Fig. 7 for peptide 6), it was not as extensive as that observed for peptide 8.

Taken together, the data indicate that for the aggregating EWG containing peptides both the ring $\text{C}=$C$=$C$=$C$=$ modes as well as the modes associated with the substituent on Phe-23 shift to lower frequency and that the fwht of the substituent specific peaks becomes narrower as aggregates are formed. Because both the ring and the substituent specific modes shift in the same direction and by about the same magnitude, both modes are most likely reporting on the same structural perturbation. In contrast, the nonaggregating EDG containing peptides exhibit no peak perturbation and do not form $\beta$-structure. The associated ring and substituent modes are inherently weaker in intensity for the nonaggregating peptides because these measurements are being made in solution, whereas the signals from the EWG peptide aggregates are more intense because they are being measured in the solid phase.

These results convey a good deal of information regarding the nature of the environment surrounding the aromatic ring as the peptides form aggregates. Weeks et al. reported that the C$\equiv$N mode of 4-cyanophenylalanine was strongly dependent on the polarity of its environment, the frequency ($v$(C$\equiv$N)) at about 2250 cm$^{-1}$ of 4-cyanophenylalanine down shifts from 2237.9 cm$^{-1}$ in water to 2229.5 cm$^{-1}$ in tetrahydrofuran. Similarly, the $\text{NO}_2$ stretching mode (ca. 1350 cm$^{-1}$) in nitrophenylalanine up shifts as the solvent increased in polarity. It is clear from these earlier studies that increasing hydrophobic interactions downshifts the C$\equiv$N and $\text{NO}_2$ modes while hydrogen bonding of these functional groups results in an upshift of the corresponding Raman frequencies. Downshifts in the C$\equiv$N and $\text{NO}_2$ modes that result from the formation of aggregates are consistent with the formation of a hydrophobic environment around the ring and completely rules out hydrogen bonding involving the aromatic ring or its substituent as being a requirement for aggregation.

Further analysis reveals that the Raman frequencies associated with the functional groups of the aggregated peptides are even more downshifted than when dissolved in the hydrophobic environment of HFIP. This additional downshifting suggests that not only is the environment around the aromatic ring in the aggregates more hydrophobic than when dissolved in HFIP but that other types of interactions, most likely $\pi$-$\pi$ interactions, are at work. This finding is corroborated by the observed downshift in ring mode at about 1608 cm$^{-1}$ concomitant with the formation of aggregates. The downshift in the ring mode at about 1608 cm$^{-1}$ is consistent with results previously observed in the aggregation of amidated aromatic acids which was attributed to $\pi$-stacking.
downshift observed in the Raman spectrum to an interaction such as π-stacking is further supported by another study involving tryptophan indole rings which indicate that weak electrostatic interactions, in this case a cation-π interaction, lead to a downshift in the corresponding ring stretch mode. Further proof that it could not be hydrogen bonding is the report that weak hydrogen bonding involving the ring up shifts the ring modes.

Computer simulations using Gaussian 09 not only confirmed our mode assignments but also provided evidence that the shift in the ring mode is not due to formation of hydrogen bonds or hydrophobic interactions and that it must be a result of ring–ring interactions. We modeled two possible interactions that arise from the formation of aggregates, which involves β-sheet formation. First, we modeled an interaction that can occur between the ring and a nearby aliphatic group, such as in an anti-parallel β-sheet motif. Second, we modeled a ring–ring interaction that can occur in parallel β-sheet conformation involving a parallel shifted geometry of aromatic rings. Simulation data reveal that interaction between the ring and aliphatic chain do not yield the same peak shift observed in Figure 7. The observed peak shifts can only be replicated if we place several rings in a shifted-parallel arrangement. While the presence of aliphatic ring interaction cannot be completely ruled out, it is definitely a minor component. This finding does not conclusively indicate that an antiparallel arrangement is not possible but that it is not a major feature of the aggregated structure. Structural details of these interactions are still being investigated in our laboratory (Desameron et al., unpublished results).

The observed narrowing of the C≡N mode is also significant and suggests that the structure becomes more rigid, confined, and ordered as aggregates form. This is the opposite of what occurs in solution where peaks broaden as a result of sampling various peptide-solvent structures that remain static during the time frame of the Raman measurement.

It is significant that no perturbations in the aromatic ring or functional group vibrational modes were observed for NYGAILSS (2) and the other EDG containing peptides. On this basis, we conclude that no π-stacking interactions are occurring in these compounds. This excludes the alternative T-stacking geometry as being responsible for the failure of NYGAILSS to aggregate as previously proposed. Ultimately, it may be the complete absence of π-π interactions that accounts for why NYGAILSS and the other EDG containing peptides fail to aggregate.

It has been hypothesized that failure of NYGAILSS to aggregate is due to the more hydrophilic nature of tryptophan compared with phenylalanine. While HPLC retention times confirm that NYGAILSS is more hydrophilic than its phenylalanine containing counterpart (Table 1), these observations once again do not account for the lack of amyloid formation by peptides 3 and 5 which both contain EDGs. Based on retention times, peptides 3 and 5 are just as hydrophobic as NFGAILSS (1), yet they fail to aggregate. This reveals that differences in hydrophobicity alone are not sufficient to account for the failure of NYGAILSS and the other EDG containing peptides to self-assemble.

Recently, studies involving analogs of hIAPP20-29 (SNNFGAILSS) have been used to probe the role of amino acid aromaticity and hydrophobicity in the formation of amyloid. Modification of the N- or C-terminal of hIAPP20-29 by acetylation and/or amidation, respectively, affects the secondary structure of aggregates formed from this sequence. Aggregates formed from Ac-SNNFGAILSS-NH2 contain both anti-parallel and parallel β-sheet structures. Solid-state NMR and X-ray fiber diffraction studies place the aromatic rings of Phe-23 in close enough proximity to each other to form a series of π-π stacking interactions within each cross β-sheet layer in the parallel form of the aggregates. Amyloid derived from SNNFGAILSS-NH2 is composed exclusively of anti-parallel β-sheets that do not permit π-stacking interactions involving Phe-23. Like hIAPP22-29, replacement of Phe-23 with Tyr in C-terminal amidated hIAPP20-29 yields a peptide incapable of undergoing self-assembly. However, the failure of SNNYGAILSS-NH2 to aggregate may only indicate that, in this system, decreases in hydrophobicity alone are sufficient to inhibit amyloid formation. Our data indicate that this may not be the case for hIAPP22-29 as peptide analogs more hydrophobic than NYGAILSS also fail to aggregate.

While investigations using SNNYGAILSS-NH2 may provide insight into the hydrophobic and steric constraints required in amyloid formation, the electronic, steric, and hydrophobicity demands of this system may not exactly match those of hIAPP22-29. Evidence of this can be seen when comparing Phe-23 to Leu-23 mutations in both the hIAPP20-29 and hIAPP22-29 systems. The peptide SNNLGAILSS-NH2 fails to form aggregates, whereas NLGAILSS readily forms amyloid. These observations clearly indicate that the steric requirements of the two systems are distinctly different. Substitution of Phe-23 with Trp in the amidated hIAPP20-29 sequence also produces a peptide incapable of forming aggregates while NWGAILSS has been demonstrated to self-assemble with enhanced kinetics relative to NFGAILSS. This again implies that the two systems have different tolerances for changes in the aromatic, steric, and hydrophobic character of the amino acids incorporated into position-23. This may be a consequence of the amidated hIAPP20-29 sequence only having the ability to form anti-parallel β-sheets.

Because the EDG peptide data exhibits no correlation between decreased hydrophobicity and the inhibition of amyloid, we speculate that failure of NYGAILSS and peptides 3, 4, and 5 to aggregate may simply be explained by
that NYGAILSS inhibits the aggregation of hIAPP1-37.36 Observation further corroborates the findings of Porat et al.17,36 They do not necessarily contradict findings that have demonstrated Phe-23 is not required for amyloid formation. In the absence of Phe-23, hIAPP22-29 fibrils may adopt an alternative packing mode that can accommodate different hydrophobic amino acid side chains such as Leucine. Indeed, the extent of polymorphism that can be tolerated at a particular position in a peptide may not only be due to the local requirements in hydrophobicity, steric, and electronic at that position but may also be influenced by the overall character of the peptide sequence. Some sequences may be more tolerable to substitutions than others.

Tracz et al. have shown that replacement of Phe-23 with Leu does not prevent fibrillization.25 However, these investigators do acknowledge that aromatic residues may play a role in the kinetics of fibril formation by short peptide fragments encompassing the hIAPP22-29 region. In addition, Marek et al. have shown that substitution of all three aromatic residues in full-length hIAPP with Leucine does not preclude amyloid formation, but does lead to slower aggregation kinetics.27

Our findings demonstrate that substituents on the aromatic ring of Phe-23 alter the kinetics of hIAPP22-29 self-assembly. Incorporation of EDGs on the aromatic ring leads to peptides with a drastically reduced amyloidogenic potential. Hence, it appears that enrichment of the electronic structure of the aromatic ring is not conducive to fibril self-assembly. In contrast, the presence of EWGs facilitates aggregation. We are aware that hydrogen bonding may be a contributing factor to the reduced amyloidogenic potential of those peptides containing EDGs. The phenolic hydroxyl, amino, and methoxy groups can all potentially participate in hydrogen bonding interactions. It cannot be completely ruled out that some hydrogen bonding interactions may orient these functionalities in a manner that is not productive for fibril formation. However, this is unlikely because the EWGs used in peptides 6-9 are also capable of participating in hydrogen bonding interactions, yet these compounds still form aggregates albeit at different rates. Furthermore, results from Raman measurements demonstrate that in the case of the aggregate forming peptides no hydrogen bonding interactions are present that involve the functional groups. Therefore, the reduced propensity to form amyloid in compounds 2-5 is most likely attributable to electronic factors.

It is worth noting that the present work does not draw any conclusions as to whether aromatic–aromatic interactions play a role in the self-assembly of other short peptide fragments of hIAPP or in other amyloidogenic systems. The extent of the involvement of such interac-

the Hunter-Sanders model of aromatic–aromatic interactions.59,60 Hunter-Sanders rules state that aromatic rings with electron donating substituents will hinder or prevent stacking interactions due to repulsion between the electron rich π-systems. Hence, the propensity of the EWG containing peptides to self-assemble may be attributed to attractive forces between the electron deficient π-systems in these compounds. ESP plots of substituted benzenes analogous to the phenylalanine derivatives used in this study largely support this hypothesis (Supporting Information Fig. S2). It is clear from these ESP plots that the electron densities of the π-systems in phenol, anisole, and aniline are greater than that of benzene. Conjugation of the lone pair of electrons along with the inductive effects of the oxygen atoms in phenol and anisole are also apparent. In contrast, the ESP diagrams of nitrobenzene, hexafluorobenzene, benzonitrile, and fluorobenzene all illustrate the highly electron deficient nature of the π-systems in these compounds.

From the ESP maps, it is not readily apparent as to why peptide 5 fails to aggregate as the ESP of toluene appears quite similar to that of benzene. Indeed, toluene is only slightly more electron rich than benzene. However, it is possible that this subtle difference between the electron densities of these two systems may represent the threshold at which repulsive forces begin to inhibit the self-assembly process. It is also possible that some steric factors may be at work.

The fact that those peptides containing EWGs aggregate at different rates that do not correspond to the strength of the EWG, suggests that the steric demands associated with the geometry of each functional group on the aromatic ring may be an important factor in self-assembly.

Molecular dynamics studies reveal that Tyr–Phe π-stacking interactions involve an orientation between the aromatic rings that may not be geometrically favorable to fibril formation.19 Consistent with this, we have found that NYGAILSS is able to inhibit the formation of amyloid by hIAPP22-29 (Supporting Information Fig. S3). This observation further corroborates the findings of Porat et al. that NYGAILSS inhibits the aggregation of hIAPP1-37.36

Taken together, the results from turbidity, fluorescence and Raman measurements strongly indicate that aromatic–aromatic interactions involving Phe-23 contribute to the aggregation of hIAPP22-29. Gazit has hypothesized that specific patterns of π-stacking may account for the highly ordered structure of amyloid fibrils.61 Our findings imply that hIAPP22-29 self-assembles into a parallel β-sheet as an antiparallel conformation would not facilitate aromatic–aromatic interactions.56 In the parallel β-sheet conformation, aromatic rings likely stack in a parallel displaced geometry. These π-stacking interactions may exert their effects by contributing to the directional organization of the fibrillization process and are likely to arise during events in the lag phase when soluble oligomers form to provide the template for nucleation and fibril growth. Such interactions may also enhance the growth rate and contribute to the overall thermodynamic stability of the amyloid fibrils.37

While our results are consistent with those of Porat et al.,17,36 they do not necessarily contradict findings that have demonstrated Phe-23 is not required for amyloid formation. In the absence of Phe-23, hIAPP22-29 fibrils may adopt an alternative packing mode that can accommodate different hydrophobic amino acid side chains such as Leucine. Indeed, the extent of polymorphism that can be tolerated at a particular position in a peptide may not only be due to the local requirements in hydrophobicity, steric, and electronic at that position but may also be influenced by the overall character of the peptide sequence. Some sequences may be more tolerable to substitutions than others.
tions may vary from case to case and may be limited to particular peptide sequences. However, our findings do indicate that, in the specific case of hIAPP<sub>22-29</sub>, aromatic–aromatic interactions involving Phe-23 do contribute to fibrillization.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The exact contribution of aromaticity to amyloid formation is controversial and remains under debate. Evidence from several sources suggests that it is the hydrophobic character of aromatic amino acids along with their β-sheet propensity and planar geometry that are the important factors in amyloid formation and not the ability of these residues to engage in π-stacking interactions. Here, we have provided experimental evidence of π-stacking in the self-assembly of hIAPP<sub>22-29</sub>. Our findings demonstrate that (i) EDGs on Phe-23 inhibit amyloid formation whereas EWGs do not, (ii) the environment of the aromatic ring becomes increasingly more hydrophobic and ordered upon aggregation, (iii) the failure of NYGAILSS to form aggregates cannot solely be due to the more hydrophilic nature of Tyr and it is also not attributable to an alternate T-stacking geometry, and (iv) downshifts in the −C≡C− ring mode (ca. 1600 cm<sup>−1</sup>) of the EWG peptides provides conclusive evidence of π-stacking interactions.

Based on the results of this study and others, it is apparent that both hydrophobicity and aromaticity play a role in the self-assembly of hIAPP<sub>22-29</sub>. While aromaticity may not be the dominant driving force in fibril formation, we have shown that it does contribute to the process. This contribution may manifest itself through alterations in aggregation kinetics, morphology, and thermodynamic stability of the amyloid fibrils. These observations are consistent with the polymorphism observed in hIAPP<sub>22-29</sub> and many amyloid forming systems. The precise role and the extent to which aromaticity contributes to the assembly of other peptide sequences requires further investigation. Clearly, alteration of the electronic structure of the aromatic ring of Phe-23 can have a profound effect on the amyloidogenic properties of hIAPP<sub>22-29</sub>. Steric demands associated with the functional group on the aromatic ring may also play a role in modulating the rate of peptide assembly.

The incorporation of functional groups on the aromatic ring of Phe-23 offers a facile method by which the rate of assembly and ultrastructure of hIAPP<sub>22-29</sub> fibrils can be controlled and modulated. These results may ultimately find applications in the development of potential amyloid inhibitors or in the design of amyloid-based materials for nanotechnology.
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